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What can be done to bring
water to parched Indian
towns and cities?
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Temperatures soared in India this summer. The scanty monsoon

rains have been unable to replenish reservoirs or recharge

diminishing groundwater. Much of the country continues to reel under

acute water shortages. In water-starved cities like Delhi, those who can

afford it pay large sums to private suppliers to top up household water

tanks. The poor rise at unearthly hours to store a few bucketfuls from an

erratic municipal supply, or push and shove their way to fill buckets and

pans from government tankers that visit their area only occasionally.

Violent fights over water are a common occurrence.

About the photograph:
No Indian city receives piped
water 24 hours a day, 7 days
a week. Over the next 20 years, the
sector needs at least $140 billion
in capital investment
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India’s burgeoning cities, already bursting

at the seams, are struggling to provide their

residents with basic services. No Indian city

receives piped water 24 hours a day, 7 days

a week. Raw sewage often overflows into

open drains, polluting ponds, rivers and

groundwater.

Although cities like Delhi receive 220 liters

of water per person per day – much more

than Paris for instance – some 40-70% of

this water is lost due to physical and

financial leakages. Consumers bear the

brunt of these inefficiencies. Nor are

municipalities any better off. They are only

able to recover a mere 30-40% of their

operations and maintenance costs, leaving

most to survive on government subsidies

to meet their O&M costs as well as capital

investment.

Massive urbanization

With skyrocketing demand for finite water

resources, there is an urgent need to revamp

the system. The country cannot afford to

lose any time, as it is in the throes of an

unprecedented urbanization, the second in

the world after China; a further ten million

people are expected to move into the urban

areas each year.

Recognizing this, the Indian government

has been implementing an ambitious urban

renewal program for the past five years.

About 70 per cent of the $12 billion allocated

for the Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban

Renewal Mission (JNNURM) has been

earmarked for improving water supply and

sewerage. Over the next 20 years, the sector

is estimated to need a further $140 billion in

capital investment.

Learning from others’ experience

There is a growing realization that creating

infrastructure alone will not solve the

problem; the management of urban water

supply services will also need to be

addressed to arrive at a sustainable solution.

To find a way forward, the World Bank and

India’s central Ministry of Urban

Development, recently brought out a report:

‘Improving Urban Water Supply & Sanitation

Services –  Lessons from Business Plans for

Maharashtra, Rajasthan and Haryana and

International Good Practices’. The report,

disseminated at a recent workshop in New

Delhi, seeks to address the key issues facing

the sector in India’s states and cities.

The report highlights the different water

supply scenarios prevailing in the country

today. It looks at three states that present a

similar picture in terms of access to piped

water but differ considerably when it comes

to the quality of service provided. The report
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finds that while towns in Haryana for

instance had the highest average quantity of

water available per person per day, supply

was irregular and varied widely between

seasons. Towns in Maharashtra on the other

hand had less water available but benefited

from a more regular supply. Rajasthan, the

desert state, had the least availability of

water and the least reliable supply, with only

162 out of the state’s 222 towns receiving

water every day. The cost recovery scenario

presented an even more diverse picture.

While the average recovery rate in

Maharashtra was 68%, it dropped to 35% in

Rajasthan and a mere 11% in Haryana.

Although there is no “one-size-fits-all”

solution, the workshop provided an excellent

opportunity for government officials, as well

as national and international experts with a

broad range of experience – from  Brazil,

Australia, Algiers and Scotland - to share

insights and experiences on which of India’s

4000+ towns and cities can build.

“Providing basic urban services to a vast

number of citizens, particularly the urban

poor, is a serious challenge,” said Kamal

Nath, India’s Union Minister for Urban

Development. “It needs not only the right

policies but careful planning, as well as good

execution and management and monitoring.

Capital expenditure alone is not enough to

meet the gaps. The governance gap is very

profound. This will be an important challenge

that we are going to face.”

Three key areas for reform

The workshop identified three key areas of

reform that will be needed to develop a

sound modernization program:

1. The first step will be to address the huge

losses of water because if leaks are

plugged, some 40%-70 % more water will
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be available at no extra cost. The

workshop highlighted many good

examples from Australia, Algiers, and

Brazil where water utilities started from a

similar scenario but managed to reduce

their inefficiencies over a span of 5-10

years. In India, Maharashtra has already

begun to address this challenge.

2. International experience indicates the

importance of creating institutions with

clearly defined roles and responsibilities

between policy makers, designers, and

service providers along with clear lines of

accountability. Johannesburg has shown

how separating policy and regulation from

other functions can improve a utility’s

management. Brazil and Australia provide

examples of models that can suit

municipalities of different sizes and

capacity.

3. Along with institutions, it is imperative

to build the human resources that are

capable of designing, creating and

managing the complexities of urban water

provision. For this, a municipal cadre of

dedicated professionals will be needed

to provide the highest levels of service to

consumers. Capacity can either be built

through class room training and /or

twinning with the state-of-the-art utilities,

to contracting out to professional service

providers or public private partnerships

(PPPs). A number of models can be

explored under the capacity building

program of JNNURM II.

Given the critical nature of the subject,

the Indian government has requested the

World Bank to organize similar workshops

in each state to carry forward these vital

messages.
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“I’m both humbled and inspired to take
over as the new World Bank President”

Iam honored to assume the Presidency

of the World Bank Group. I do so at a

moment that is pivotal for the global

economy, and defining for the World Bank

as an institution.

The global economy remains highly

vulnerable. We need to boost confidence in

markets and within the private sector. And

we need to boost confidence among citizens

that our economic system and policies can

deliver more sustainable, fair and inclusive

economic growth.

As a global development institution, the

World Bank has an economic and moral

imperative to help address risks to global

growth, no matter where they emerge. A

strong global economy benefits all countries;

a weak global economy makes all countries

vulnerable. It is urgent that European

countries take all necessary measures to

restore stability because their actions will

impact growth in all regions of the world.

Over the coming months, I will be engaging

closely with clients, partners and my

colleagues in the Bank Group to take stock

of the challenges ahead and ensure that the

Bank’s strategy is suited to supporting our

member countries’ needs.

Already, however, several priorities of our

work are clear.

My immediate priority will be to intensify the

World Bank’s efforts to help developing

countries maintain progress against poverty

in these volatile times.

I will work with our clients and partners to

ensure that we are creating a new economic

firewall: one that protects people in

developing countries against shocks. I know

from my work in poor communities around

the world that, when a crisis hits, and no

safety net is in place, the effects can be

devastating. The World Bank substantially

increased its lending during and after the

Statement of World Bank Group President Jim Yong Kim

6
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global financial crisis. We must continue to

build more effective and sustainable ways

to ensure citizens have basic income

protection, and access to education,

healthcare and energy. This is also critical

for strengthening domestic demand because

when people have basic security, they are

empowered to be creative and tap their full

potential.

development strategies through its lending,

knowledge and expertise. The World Bank

will continue to partner with countries to

make smart investments in people,

infrastructure and institutions in a fiscally

sound and sustainable way. Through the

IFC and MIGA, we will continue to support

the catalytic role of the private sector, which

accounts for almost 90% of jobs in the

world. Drawing on the experience of its

global shareholders, the World Bank can

broker solutions on transnational challenges.

Public trust and confidence are invaluable

assets for governments and institutions.

The Bank Group is already active in

promoting transparency in public finances

and strengthening governance. This is an

increasingly important area of engagement

because it drives confidence and decision

making amongst investors, businesses and

households.

I believe the World Bank’s best days are still

ahead. The economic success of emerging

market economies, the rise of citizen power

led by young people and the unprecedented

penetration of new technologies are

challenging old development paradigms.

Thanks to the leadership of Bob Zoellick,

the World Bank has moved toward becoming

more open and has embarked on an

innovative modernization agenda.

Strengthening its leadership as the premier

development institution will mean continuing

to adapt to a world that is changing profoundly.

Together, with partners old and new, we will

foster an institution that responds effectively

to the needs of its diverse clients and donors;

delivers more powerful results to support

sustained growth and help governments to

become more accountable to citizens;

prioritizes evidence-based solutions over

ideology; harnesses and attracts the best

talent; amplifies the voices of developing

countries; and draws on the expertise and

experience of the people we serve.

A central part of my responsibility in the

next five years will be to ensure that the

Bank’s distinctive strengths are aligned with

the needs of a world in transformation and

transition.

While short-term crisis management and

social protection are naturally a concern in

these times, we must capitalize on the

opportunities that lie beyond the horizon.

Despite the volatility, we must remember

that the world has unprecedented resources,

knowledge and experience at its disposal.

If the international community can use these

effectively, we can achieve within a

generation goals that for centuries have

been a distant dream. We can reduce

poverty to levels never seen before, and

usher in a time when the majority of the

world’s people will be part of a global middle

class, enjoying better living conditions and

greater opportunities. We can help create

the next set of emerging markets, especially

in Africa, that will drive global demand and

growth. We can accelerate inclusive growth

and social progress in places where

development has not yet taken hold.

The World Bank is uniquely positioned

to assist countries build longer-term

7
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This is a short summary of the Implementation Completion Report (ICR) of a recently-
closed World Bank project. The full text of the ICR is available on the Bank’s website.

To access this document, go to www.worldbank.org/reference/ and then opt for the Documents
& Reports section.

First Himachal Pradesh Development Policy Loan
and Credit

ICR Update

Approval Date: 25 September, 2007

Closing Date: 31 December, 2009

Total Project Cost: US$M 200

Bank Financing: US$M 200

Implementing Government of
Agency: Himachal Pradesh

Outcome: Moderately Satisfactory

Risk to Development
Outcome: Moderate

Overall Bank
Performance: Moderately Satisfactory

Overall Borrower
Performance: Moderately Satisfactory

First Himachal Pradesh Development
Policy Loan and Credit

Context

At the time this loan was prepared for

Himachal Pradesh (HP), the state had some

of the best indicators for human

development and a slightly higher per capita

income than the national average.  However,

the state faced difficult challenges in

sustaining progress, especially in creating

jobs for a rapidly growing and educated

labor force, to unlock the potential for

private sector led growth, and to tackle key

fiscal and environmental issues.

Project development objectives

The overarching objective of the Himachal

Pradesh Development Policy Loan (HPDPL1)

was to support the implementation of critical

structural, fiscal, and administrative reforms

8
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needed to achieve sustainable and rapid

economic growth and inclusive development

over the medium term, while sustaining the

environmental heritage of the state. The

priority areas for the operation––in

accordance with Government of Himachal

Pradesh’s (GoHP) own reform program––

were revenue mobilization and expenditure

compression, public financial management,

debt management, modernization of

procurement, improvement of budget

execution, transparency, institutional

strengthening for better sustainability of

hydropower development, catchment area

treatments, tourist sector development,

environmental planning and management,

private sector business environment,

governance and public administration.

Achievements

Fiscal Sustainability and Transparency

The fiscal program went off-track in

FY2008-09 and 09-10 but measures

supported by the operation prevented a

worse outcome, and corrections were

identified that could restore fiscal

discipline. Measures to improve revenue

mobilization and compress expenditures

supported under the operation contributed

to containing the fiscal slippages. The

FY2010-11 budget envisaged maintaining

the wage bill constant, while increasing

outlays on pensions.

Strong revenue measures were taken,

including hike in Motor Vehicle Token Tax,

review of user chares for irrigation and

drinking water, toll on entry of heavy

vehicles into HP and increase in VAT

and entry tax on goods crossing the

HP border, to name a few. The state

government decided to reduce the

Central Sales Tax (CST) to 1 percent from

the national 2 percent with no compensation

being paid by Government of India.

Likewise, important revenue was forgone

by the state in giving complete tax

exemption to industries located in backward

panchayats.

There were strict controls on new hiring,

hiring on a contractual basis, outsourcing

of services, reduction of budgetary

support to public enterprises along with

disinvestment and closure, and the

freezing of power subsidies at about Rs

1.4 billion. The overall subsidy bill,

however, remained constant at 2.5

percent of GSDP, and the ratio of outlays

on salaries and pensions to GSDP

increased. Measures to contain spending

proved insufficient to offset the impact of

higher commodity prices.

Promoting Key Sectors for Growth,

Employment, and Revenue Mobilization

The GoHP started priority catchment area

treatments (CATs) in four large

hydropower projects – Nathpa Jakhri,

Rampur, Kol and Baspa.  A management

study has developed a framework for

investment in new hydropower projects,

optimization of revenues, and sharing of

revenues with communities. To improve

internal efficiency and as a precursor to

formal unbundling, the Himachal Pradesh

State Electricity Board (HPSEB) was

reorganized into five strategic business

units functioning as separate profit

centers with independent accounting

9
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systems, and the assets and liabilities of

the HPSEB were vested with GoHP for

assignment to the successor companies.

Promoting Environmentally Sustainable

Development

A Department for Environment, Science

and Technology (DEST) was created in

April 2007. An institutional assessment of

the environment sector was carried out by

the Bank in May 2009. The department

has prepared guidelines to strengthen

environmental management in key high-

risk sectors including hydropower, roads,

transport, tourism, housing, industry, and

mining.

In order to enhance accountability and

community involvement in environment

activities at the local level, environmental

issues were included in the Local Area

Development Authorities (LADAs). Three

pilots were initiated with respective

District Commissioners (DCs) in the

districts of Kullu, Kinnaur, and Bilaspur,

covering the Parbati, Karcham Wangtoo,

and Kol dam hydropower projects.

Improving the General Business

Environment for Private Sector

Participation

A management consultant conducted a

district-wise skills mapping study. It

showed that by 2015, HP will have

generated 350,000 to 4,020,000 new

skilled jobs annually mainly from the

pharmaceutical, construction, hospitality,

IT, light engineering and hydropower

industries. The study also pointed at skills

mismatches and gaps in the state’s skill

development strategy.

The GoHP has done particularly well in

implementing the Right to Information Act

in the state. According to a study by

Transparency International in 2005, HP

was the second least corrupt state in

India after Kerala. The number of

applications for information under the
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RTI Act has risen dramatically from 2,654

in FY2006-07 to 17,868 in FY2008-09.

Only 1.6 percent of applications filed in

FY2008-09 resulted in a complaint or

appeal to the State Information

Commission, indicating that in almost all

cases the information requested was

given by the local public information

officer. In addition, all IAS officers have

declared their property holdings publicly

via the internet.

Lessons learnt

● The operation has shown that significant

progress towards strengthening institutions

and giving voice to environmental

sustainability is possible under difficult

conditions. As with other operations, the

success of this major pillar of the HPDPL

relied to a large extent on the commitment

and ownership shown not only by the

political authorities at the highest level

but also by executing agencies.

● Under the operation, a broad range of

coordinated reforms was carried out by

numerous implementing agencies. This

attests to the implementation capacity of

the GoHP, the high-level political support

the operation enjoyed, and the quality of

supervision.

● Many of the reforms and institution

building efforts supported under the

operation will take time to gestate the

expected results. Time under the

operation was adequate for setting

processes in motion, but steadfast

continued progress in implementing

action plans and strategies is needed to

improve the development process. In

particular on the fiscal side, a framework

has been created within which fiscal

consolidation will occur gradually.
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Recent Project Signings

Bihar Rural Livelihoods Project

The Government of India, the Government

of Bihar and the World Bank have signed

an agreement for US$ 100 million additional

credit to scale up the ongoing Bihar Rural

Livelihoods Project, named Jeevika (or

‘livelihood’ in Hindi). The Project is aimed

at enhancing the social and economic

empowerment of the rural poor in Bihar.

The additional financing will help consolidate

and expand the Project to cover all the

blocks in the existing six districts covered

under the Project. This will not only allow the

Project to cover all the villages in the existing

districts, but also provide a comprehensive

district wide model for poverty alleviation in

Bihar, a predominantly rural state with 89

percent of the population living in rural areas.

So far the Project has mobilized 515,000

poor women into 46,000 self-help groups

(SHGs) and 3,500 village organizations.

Of these, more than 90 percent belong to

vulnerable groups such as scheduled castes,

scheduled tribes and backward castes. These

community organizations are managed by

nearly 30,000 trained grassroots women

leaders and 8,000 para-professionals,

resource persons and functionaries trained

in the areas of institutional capacity building,

bookkeeping, providing linkage with

commercial banks and livelihood support

services.

The agreements for the Bihar Rural

Livelihoods Project were signed by Mr. Venu

Rajamony, Joint Secretary, Department of

Economic Affairs, Ministry of Finance, on

behalf of the Government of India;

Mr. Rameshwar Singh, Principal Secretary,

Department of Finance, on behalf of the

Government of Bihar; Mr. Arvind Kumar

Chaudhary, Project Director and Chief

Executive Officer, on behalf of the Bihar Rural

Livelihoods Promotion Society; and Mandakini

Kaul, Senior Country Officer, World Bank

(India) on behalf of World Bank.

Below:
Venu Rajamony,
Joint Secretary,
Department of
Economic
Affairs, Ministry
of Finance
(third from left)
and Mandakini
Kaul, Senior
Country Officer,
World Bank
(fourth from
left) among
other officials
from the Bihar
government at
the signing
ceremony
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This is a select listing of recent World Bank publications, working papers, operational
documents and other information resources that are now available at the New Delhi Office

Public Information Center. Policy Research Working Papers, Project Appraisal Documents,
Project Information Documents and other reports can be downloaded in pdf format from
‘Documents and Reports’ at www.worldbank.org

New Additions to the
Public Information Center
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India Publications

Cleaner Hearths, Better Homes: New stoves for
India and the Developing World

By Douglas F. Barnes,
Priti Kumar and Keith
Openshaw
Available: on-line
English; 198 pages
Published April, 2012
by World Bank

For people in developed
countries, burning fuel
wood in an open hearth
evokes nostalgia and
romance. But in developing

countries, the harsh reality is that several billion people,
mainly women and children, face long hours collecting
fuel wood, which is burned inefficiently in traditional
biomass stoves. The smoke emitted into their homes
exposes them to pollution levels 10-20 times higher
than the maximum standards considered safe in
developed countries. And the problem is not out of the
ordinary. The majority of people in developing countries
at present cannot afford the transition to modern fuels.
Today, close to one half of the world’s people still
depend on biomass energy to meet their cooking and
heating needs. The impetus for writing this book
started at the end of a World Bank project on the health
implications of indoor air pollution.

India: Policy Research Working Papers

WPS6055
Gender, geography and generations:
Intergenerational educational mobility in post-reform
India
By M. Shahe Emran and Forhad Shilpi

This paper provides evidence on economic mobility
in post-reform India by focusing on the educational
attainment of children. It uses two related measures of
immobility: sibling and intergenerational correlations.
The paper analyzes the trends in and patterns of
educational mobility from 1992-93 to 2006, with a
special emphasis on the roles played by gender and
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geography. The evidence shows that family
background plays a strong role; the estimated sibling
correlation in India in 2006 is higher than the available
estimates for Latin American countries. There is a
persistent gender gap in rural and less-developed
areas. The only group that experienced substantial
improvements is women in urban and developed areas,
with the lower caste women benefiting the most.
Almost 70 percent of the variance in children’s
education can be accounted for by parental education
and geographic location. The authors provide possible
explanations for the apparently puzzling improvements
for urban women in a country with strong son
preference.

WPS6062
Together we stand? Agglomeration in Indian
manufacturing
By Ana M. Fernandes and Gunjan Sharma

This paper uses plant-level data to examine the impact
of industrial and trade policy reforms on the geographic
concentration of manufacturing industries in India from
1980 to 1999. First, the research shows that de-
licensing and liberalization in foreign direct investment
significantly reduced spatial concentration, but trade
reforms had no significant effect on spatial
concentration. Second, plants respond differently to
policy reforms based on their size. Liberalization in
foreign direct investment and de-licensing caused
small plants to disperse, while trade liberalization had
the opposite effect. However, for large plants trade
liberalization led to lower spatial concentration.

WPS6060
The spatial development of India
By Klaus Desmet, Ejaz Ghani, Stephen O’Connell and
Esteban Rossi-Hansberg

In the last two decades the Indian economy has been
growing unabatedly, with memories of the Hindu rate of
growth rapidly fading. But this unprecedented growth
has also resulted in widening spatial disparities. While
cities such as Hyderabad have emerged as major clusters
of high development, many rural areas have been left
behind with little development benefits accruing to
them. India’s mega-cities have continued to grow. This
situation raises a number of important policy questions.
Should India aim to spread development more equally
across space? Are India’s cities becoming too large?
Should the government invest in infrastructure in the
large cities to reduce congestion or in medium-sized
locations to facilitate the emergence of new economic
clusters? What are the tradeoffs between agglomeration
economies and congestion costs? How different is
India’s experience compared with China and USA?

WPS6063
Pharmaceutical patents and prices: A preliminary
empirical assessment using data from India
By Mark Duggan and  Aparajita Goyal

This paper explores the likely effects of enforcing
product patents on prices and utilization of drugs in
the Central Nervous System market in India. The
Central Nervous System segment is the second largest
therapeutic category in terms of retail sales in the world
and is one of the fastest growing segments in India.
Using information on product patents granted by the
government and panel data on pharmaceutical prices
and utilization from 2003-2008, the paper finds limited
evidence of overall price increase following the
introduction of product patents. However, there appear
to be heterogeneous effects on prices by the type of
product patent granted on drugs, implying the need for
a careful examination of the product patent portfolio.

WPS6039
Managing state debt and ensuring solvency: The
Indian experience
By C. Rangarajan and Abha Prasad

The paper presents the policymakers’ perspective on
the reforms undertaken to manage states’ debt and
ensure solvency. While the sustained high growth rates
of the Indian economy played a part in alleviating the
interest burden on debt and ensuring that the debt
does not grow in an explosive trajectory, major reforms
were implemented to reverse the fiscal decline,
develop fiscal responsibility rules to ensure sustained
adjustment, and move toward a market-based financing
of state deficits. The serious efforts at fiscal consolidation
and institutional reforms have enabled states to set on
the path toward fiscal correction. Nonetheless, weak
global growth prospects and the risk of a further rise in
global commodity and fuel prices could generate the
dilemma of needing to compress expenditures for
ensuring fiscal sustainability while simultaneously
needing counter-cyclical spending to boost growth,
and challenge the fiscal adjustment process.

Other Publications

World Development Indicators 2012

By World Bank
Price: $75.00
English; Paperback
Published April, 2012
by World Bank
ISBN: 978-0-8213-8985-0
SKU: 18985

World Development
Indicators is the World
Bank’s premier annual
compilation of data about

development. This indispensable statistical reference
allows you to consult over 800 indicators for more than
150 economies and 14 country groups in more than 90
tables. It provides a current overview of the most
recent data available as well as important regional data
and income group analysis in six thematic sections:
World View, People, Environment, Economy, States
and Markets, and Global Links.
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Climate Change, Disaster Risk, and the Urban Poor:
Cities Building Resilience for a Changing World

Edited by Judy L. Baker
Price: $30.00
Urban Development
English; Paperback;
316 pages
Published April, 2012
by World Bank
ISBN: 978-0-8213-8845-7
SKU: 18845

Poor people living in slums
are at particularly high risk
from the impacts of climate

change and natural hazards. They live on the most
vulnerable lands within cities, typically areas that are
deemed undesirable by others and are thus affordable.
Exposure to risk is exacerbated by overcrowded living
conditions, lack of adequate infrastructure and
services, unsafe housing, inadequate nutrition, and
poor health. These conditions can turn a natural hazard
or change in climate into a disaster, and result in the
loss of basic services, damage or destruction to
homes, loss of livelihoods, malnutrition, disease,
disability, and loss of life.

This study analyzes the key challenges facing the
urban poor given the risks associated with climate
change and disasters, particularly with regard to the
delivery of basic services, and identifies strategies and
financing opportunities for addressing these risks.

Global Monitoring Report 2012: Food Prices,
Nutrition, and the Millennium Development Goals

By World Bank,
International Monetary Fund
Price: $29.95
English; Paperback;
192 pages
Published April, 2012
by World Bank
ISBN: 978-0-8213-9451-9
SKU: 19451

The rapid increases in
world food prices since
2005 have raised

widespread concerns about their possible impact on
poverty, hunger, and general progress toward the
Millennium Development Goals. This year’s report
summarizes the short-and long-term impact of food
prices on several MDGs, explores future trends, and
review policy responses, from domestic policies such
as social safety nets, nutritional programs and
agricultural policies, to regional trade policies to
support by the international community.

This year’s theme is used as a filter to examine
progress toward the MDGs – especially for women,
children, and countries in fragile situations.

Building Better Policies: The Nuts and Bolts of
Monitoring and Evaluation Systems

Edited by Gladys Lopez-
Acevedo, Philipp Krause
and Keith Mackay
Price: $25.00
World Bank Training Series
English; Paperback;
248 pages
Published April, 2012
by World Bank
ISBN: 978-0-8213-8777-1
SKU: 18777

Governments around the world face ongoing
pressures from citizens to provide more and better
services, and to do this while restraining taxation
levels. This provides the context for government
efforts to ensure their policies and programs are as
effective, and as efficient, as possible. An emphasis
on government performance has led a number of
governments to create formal systems for monitoring
and evaluating their performance on a regular,
planned, and systematic basis – with the objective
of improving it.

The focus of this book is on these government
monitoring and evaluation (M&E) systems: what they
comprise, how they are built and managed, and
how they can be used to improve government
performance.

Living through Crises: How the Food, Fuel, and
Financial Shocks Affect the Poor

Edited by Rasmus Heltberg,
Naomi Hossain and Anna
Reva
Price: $39.95
New Frontiers of Social
Policy
English; Paperback;
302 pages
Published April, 2012
by World Bank
ISBN: 978-0-8213-8940-9
SKU: 18940

Living through Crises
presents eight country case studies to illustrate how
people in specific localities were affected by global
shocks, which coping strategies they adopted, and
which sources of support were available to them. The
country studies relied on qualitative data collected from
2008-11, comprising one of the most comprehensive
qualitative studies of crisis impacts and coping ever
conducted in developing countries.

The book aims to assist development practitioners in
understanding how large-scale economic crises affect
people’s lives and, in so doing, to contribute to an
anatomy of coping: knowledge of what vulnerability
and resilience mean in relation to the new pattern of
globalized crises and the role of public policy in
protecting against risk.
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The Little Data Book on Financial Inclusion 2012

By World Bank
English; Paperback; 176 pages
Published April, 2012
by World Bank
ISBN: 978-0-8213-9509-7
SKU: 19509

The Little Data Book on Financial
Inclusion 2012 is a pocket edition
of the Global Financial Inclusion
Index (“Global Findex”) database
providing country-level indicators
on the use of formal bank
accounts, payments behavior,

savings patterns, credit patterns, and insurance
decisions. It provides data on financial inclusion by key
demographic characteristics – gender, age, education,
income, and rural or urban residence.

The Little Data Book 2012

By World Bank
Price: $15.00
English; Paperback; 248 pages
Published April, 2012
by World Bank
ISBN: 978-0-8213-8992-8
SKU: 18992

This pocket-sized reference on
key development data for over
200 countries provides profiles of
each country with 54 development
indicators about people,
environment, economy,

technology and infrastructure, trade, and finance.

Education in a Changing World: Flexibility, Skills,
and Employability

By Yidan Wang
Available: on-line
English; 55 pages
Published January 2012
by World Bank

With new technologies,
globalization, information
revolution, and labor market
changes, the demand for a
skilled workforce has
increased. While many

developed countries have by now gone through a
demographic transition, with declining birth rates and
an increase in the aging population, low income
countries in particular will see an upswing in population
growth. Between now and 2050, for example, the labor
force in Africa is projected to increase by 125 percent;
in Latin America, by 26 percent; and in Asia, by 22
percent. At the same time, the labor force in Europe will
decline by 23 percent. Given these circumstances, the
key policy challenge is to ensure that the emerging
workforce in developing countries has the skills needed
to escape the cycle of poverty and take advantage of
the opportunities made possible by globalization and
technological change.

This paper puts education under the lens of the
changing demands of technology, the labor market,
demography, and migration. It identifies the
weaknesses in current education systems, such as
restricted access, skills mismatches, and weak school-
to-work linkages. It calls for making education systems
more flexible and responsive to change so that they
maximize human resources, equip people with updated
skills, and prepare youth for the world of work.

India Project Documents

Lucknow-Muzaffarpur National Highway
Project

Date 21 June 2012

Project ID P077856

Report No. 70131 (Restructuring – 2 vol.)

Orissa State Roads Project

Date 21 June 2012

Project ID P096023

Report No. 70214 (Restructuring – 2 vol.)

Andhra Pradesh Road Sector Project

Date 21 June 2012

Project ID P096021

Report No. E2067 (Environmental Assessment –
8 vol.)

Punjab State Road Sector Project

Date 04 June 2012

Project ID P096021

Report No. 69472 (Restructuring – 2 vol.)

Madhya Pradesh Water Sector Project

Date 01 June 2012

Project ID P073370

Report No. 68535 (Restructuring – 2 vol.)

Fourth National HIV/AIDS Control Project

Date 24 May 2012

Project ID P130299

Report No. ISDSA721 (Integrated Safeguards
Data Sheet)

PIDA352 (Project Information Document)
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Additional Financing to Himachal Pradesh
State Roads Project

Date 09 May 2012

Project ID P130616

Report No. AB7038 (Project Information
Document)

AC6698 (Integrated Safeguards Data
Sheet)

Orissa Rural Livelihoods Project

Date 30 April 2012

Project ID P093478

Report No. 68428 (Procurement Plan – FY2011-
2012)

AB7038 (Project Information
Document)

Additional Financing for the Bihar Rural
Livelihoods Project

Date 01 May 2012

Project ID P130546, P090764

Report No. AB7045 (Project Information Document)

68147 (Project Paper)

Capacity Building for Industrial Pollution
Management Project

Date 10 April 2012

Project ID P091031

Report No. 67959 (Procurement Plan – consultancy)

National Cyclone Risk Mitigation Project

Date 30 April 2012

Project ID P092217

Report No. 69756 (Procurement Plan)
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